
Village of East Dundee 
GENERAL VILLAGE COMMITTEE 

Monday, February 3, 2020 
04:00 PM 

Police Station 2nd Floor Meeting Room 
115 E. 3rd Street, East Dundee, Illinois 60118 

 
 

I.      Roll Call 
 

II.      Approval of Minutes 
A.  Meeting dated November 4, 2019. 

 
III.      Items for Discussion 

A. Logo Redesign 
  

IV.      Other Business 
 

V.      Adjournment 
 



General Village Committee Meeting 
Village of East Dundee 

Kane County, Illinois 
November 4, 2019 

 
ROLL CALL: 
Trustees Lynam, Wood and Andresen starting at 4:05 p.m. 
 
Also in attendance Administrator Jennifer Johnsen, Assistant Administrator Brad Mitchell, and 
Management Analyst Amanda Rafter. 
 

A. Village Logo Redesign 
Joe Zeller of Zeller Marketing and Design offered free assistance to redesign a village logo.  He 
created six logos, along with different uses for each one, including the inverted, alternative use, 
banner display, t-shirt look and online.  

 
a. Logo Discussion 

Each of the six logos was discussed one by one.  
 

b. Next Steps   
Logo number six was the stand out option for the village.  There are a few changes that 
need to be updated to this logo before the village can move forward 
 

B. Gateway Signage 
Repurposing of the village gateway sign was brought up and discussed.  

 
C. Adjournment 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:13 p.m.  



 

To: General Village Committee 

From: Brad Mitchell, Assistant Administrator 

            Amanda Rafter, Management Analyst 

Subject: Logo Redesign 

Date: February 3, 2020 

 

Joe Zeller, Zeller Marketing and Design, has been donating his time to create a new Village logo that will help launch a 
new branding initiative.  During the previous General Village Committee meeting in November, six logos were narrowed 
down to one.  This favored logo has been updated to reflect a more accurate established date, easier to read font and an 
alternative wave element.  The logo will remain in black and white.    

  

Standard Logo 

 

 

 

Inverse Logo 

The inverse logo below shows the reversed colors (black with white font and design).  This is important for branding 
when the logo must appear on a darker background.  For example, the logo on a black t-shirt or dark colored flyer will 
still stand out with this clean design. 
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Alternative Usage  

Each concept logo initially presented had only one alternative usage logo included in the packet.  For this revision, two 
options were presented, shown below.  The one on the left is most similar to the standard logo and is simplified further 
to show only the ‘East Dundee’ text.  The alternative usage logo on the right uses the same two fonts but changes how 
‘East’ is presented and includes the wave from the standard logo.  Including both alternative usage logos will provide the 
Village with more options to use in marketing to best fit each scenario.   
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Banners 

The original six concepts were each presented with two banner designs which reflected their design elements.  During 
the previous committee meeting, it was clear that the banners would need the most revisions because certain elements 
from various banner concepts were desired.  From a marketing standpoint, staff was informed by Zeller that banners 
need to be as simple and eye catching as possible to achieve their desired effect.  So, the banners are simplier than 
previously discussed.  For the banners to showcase the new branding initiative, four banners were created, see below.  
There is one main banner which will be shown first that features the alternative usage logo in black and white and is 
planned to change seasonally.  Following are three banners with the other alternative usage logo on the bottom.  The 
banner is separated by the same wave element as the logo.  Each has a vibrant color to help make the chosen branding 
words stand out.  The words include Depot, Events, and Food.  The Depot is a gathering place, featuring many 
businesses and where most events are located.  The event banner shows that East Dundee values their events which 
create a fun, family friendly feeling.  The last banner has the word food because of all of the great food offerings East 
Dundee has to offer across the village.  

 

 
Recommendation 

Staff recommends no further revisions and to move forward with this logo, inverse logo, two alternative usages and four 
banner designs.  Together, each logo and banner form a cohesive branding approach that is timeless, bold and easy to 
read.   
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